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The horizontal base locus of multiples of tautological sheaves of
projectivised cotangent bundles

Tie Luo

§0. Introduction

In this paper we are interested in the following problem: Given a smooth
projective algebraic variety X, let us consider the projectivised cotangent bundle V.

Let L be the tautological line bundle of the ruled variety V. What are the base

components of multiples of L? The solution of this would hâve nice applications
toward that of a conjecture by Green and Griffiths (see Section 2). It is too gênerai
to deal with an arbitrary X. In the following we want to treat the situation for
minimal algebraic surfaces of gênerai type and make some spéculations related to
moduli spaces of such surfaces.

The paper comprises two parts. In the first section we are going to establish the
basic concepts and try to understand the horizontal base components of multiples
of L using some standard techniques in dealing with algebraic surfaces of gênerai

type. The main results are Theorems (1.4) and (1.5), in which we give some

description of a &apos;mysterious&apos; number t0 defined by the horizontal base components
of multiples of L. In the end we also propose some problems of interest. The second

section is devoted to an application of the theory developed in the first section to
a conjecture of Green and Griffiths. Yau and Lu [L-Y] hâve proved the similar
resuit (Corollary (2.5)). The point we want to make is that the better understanding
of the related base locus would improve the results on the Green-Griffiths
conjecture and this can be seen clearly from our approach. The main resuit in this
section is Theorem (2.4), which gives the précise bound for /0, under which the

Green-Griffiths conjecture holds.

I would like to thank Professor S. T. Yau for informing me about their preprint,
spending time in discussion of the problem and offering me the opportunity of
vising Harvard University. The encouragement from Professor J. Kollâr is also

deeply appreciated. The suggestions from the référée are helpful.
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Notations

We will follow basically the notations in [H] and we point out the following
ones:

the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of some sheaf 9&apos;.

the class of j intersections of the i-th Chern class of a

variety.
the complète linear System of the divisor D or that of
the corresponding Une bundle.
the canonical sheaf of a variety X.
the collection of ail base point of \D\.
the support of F, where D is decomposed as the moving
part M plus the fixed part F.

the m-th symmetic product of a locally free sheaf of
finite rank.
the ground field over which the varieties are defined and
the affine complex curve.

c\ :

\D\:

Base locus of \D\:
Base components of \D\:

C:

§1. Base components

First we want to set up the situation. Let S be a minimal algebraic surface of
gênerai type, Qs its cotangent bundle. Let V be the projectivised cotangent bundle.
We hâve the canonical projection:

n : F

Let L be the tautological Une bundle. We are going to work with the following
additional assumption:

(1.0.1) c]&gt;c2 (geometrically this condition guarantees that high multiples of L
define birational maps from V. In the case c\ &lt; c2 the computation in [S] on
the hypersurfaces of P3 shows that multiples of L hâve no sections).

LEMMA (1.1). The Picard group of V equals

ZL + 7r*Pic(5).

Proof. See [H] Page 170, for example.
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DEFINITION (1.2). An irreducible codimension one subvariety B is said to be

a base component of multiples of L if B is contained in the intersection (set
theoretically) of the base components of |iX| for ail positive i. B is vertical if n{B)
is one dimensional. Otherwise we say B is horizontal.

Now let us describe the base components of multiples of L. Since S is a minimal
surface of gênerai type, Ks is a nef and big divisor on S. Every divisor on S can be

written as a rational combination of Ks with some E where E • Ks 0. Hence every
horizontal divisor on V can be written, up to an intégral multiple, as

where s and / are rational numbers and E is in Pic (S), by the définition and Lemma
(1.1). From now on we assume that B is the horizontal base components of L.

LEMMA (1.3). There is an unique positive number t0 such that each base

component B can be decomposed as

B ~ mo(L - tn*Ks + sn*E),

where t &lt;&gt; t0. In the case Pic (S) Z, we hâve

B~mQ(L~tQn*Ks)

Proof. Let us define

t0 sup {t : m(L - tn*Ks H- sn*E) &gt; 0

for some m e Z+, s e Q and E • Ks 0},

which is a finite positive real number. The first part of the lemma follows from the

définition since B is effective. For the second part we show that B is in fact a

multiple of L - ton*Ks. Assume that B is of the forai:

mx(L-txn*Ks)

since Ks is a generator of Pic (S) over Q and E 0 in this case. By définition tx &lt;&gt; t0

and if /, &lt; t0, we rewrite B as

- tQn*Ks) + m,(f0 - t{)n*Ks.
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The multiples of the first term in the sum are effective. The high multiples of the
second term give many sections. It implies that high multiples of B move. This
contradicts the assumption that B is fixed.

Now the question is how to compute t0. It could be a function of the Chern
numbers. One may also need more information to obtain it. The only thing we can
do at this moment is giving the following bounds.

THEOREM (1.4). With the notations as above and the assumption of
Pic (S) Z, we hâve

Proof. To show t0 &lt;&gt; \, we hâve

B g H°(V, m(L - ton*Ks)) * H°(S, SmQs0(-mt0Ks))

(mt0Ks, SmQs).

By the semi-stability of SmQs we hâve

dsg (mt0Ks) ^
deg (SmQs)

rank (mt0 Ks rank (SmQs
&apos;

where the degrees are measured by the nef and big divisor Ks. Since

deg (SmQs) [m(m + l)/2]K2s (see [Bl]) and rank (SmQs) m + 1, this gives

rnt0K2£-mK2,

which implies t0 ^ \.
To show
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high multiples of B — L — tn*Ks in fact move. Let us compute h°(mB) for m big.
We hâve h\mB) ~h\SmQs®(-mtKs)) on S. Also x(SmOs®(-^Ks)) is a
polynomial of degree 3 in m with leading coefficient B3, which is positive by the
choice of /.

On the other hand by Serre&apos;s duality we hâve

h\SmQs ® -mtKs)) h\SmQs ®(\+mt- m)Ks)

&lt;h°(SmQs®(-mtKs))

since

2 2m

for m sufficiently large. When that is so,

2h°(mB) ï&gt; x(SmQs ® -mtKs))

This shows that mB moves when m gets large.

For an algebraic surface with larger Picard group, by virtue of Lemma (1.3), we

may write a base component B as some multiple of

where t £ t0 and E • Ks 0. To détermine a lower bound is not easy anymore
because of the négative contribution from E2 by the index theorem. But for upper
bound we still hâve

THEOREM (1.5). With the notations as above, t0 £ \.

Proof. The computation of the first part in Theorem (1.4) goes through
Verbatim because E - K&lt;? 0.
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It is known that the coarse moduh spaces of algebraic surfaces of gênerai type
exist as quasi-projective vaneties and unhke the case of curves it may happen that
the moduh spaces hâve différent irreducible components, even différent connected

components To this aspect we would hke to ask the following

QUESTIONS 1 6) Let Jt be the moduh space of algebraic surfaces of gênerai

type with fixed Chern numbers Let S and S&apos; be two surfaces in the same connected

component Are the corresponding values £q and f&lt;? equaP It would be interesting
if one can fînd examples in which surfaces from différent connected components
possess différent values One can also ask the same kind of questions for higher
dimensional vaneties

§2. Applications toward a conjecture of Green-Griffiths

First let us recall a conjecture of Green-Griffiths [G-G] In the surface case it
says that the image of any non-tnvial holomorphic map from the affine line C into
an algebraic surface of gênerai type lies in a fixed proper subvanety (î e, alge-

braically degenerated) In [G-G] the case of vaneties with comparatively high
irregularities is studied The basic idea is that of the use of the Albanese map Along
the same hne Grant [CG] made some improvements Hère instead of using the

theory of jet bundles in full generality, we simply consider the first order of it, î e

the projectivised cotangent bundle Later we may généralise it to the weighted
projectivised jet bundle We want to quote a resuit from [L-Y] The idea behind this

goes back to [G-G], which also works m the cases of jet bundles

LEMMA (2 1) Let

f C-S

be a holomorphic map from the affine curve C There is a canonical liftingf offfrom
C to V

And the image of C underf is contained inside the base locus of multiples of L
Furthermore it lies in the base locus of multiples of the restriction of L on B
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Proof. See [L-Y]. The Proof is based on Green-Griffith&apos;s construction of
negatively curved pseudometrics on dises using sections of \H\ and \kL — H\, where

H is a very ample Une bundle and k a suitable large positive integer plus a Ahlfors
Lemma.

Since the base locus of lower dimension makes no difficulty in our proof, we

may assume that the image of C under /&apos; lies in some base component B. If we
could prove, in some cases, the non-existence of B, the conjecture then would be

confirmed.
Let U be the restriction of L on B which is equipped with the reduced structure.

We may also assume that B is irreducible. Since the singular locus of B sing (B) is

one dimensional and for our purpose we may assume that the image of C is not
totally in sing (B), which is an union of finitely many curves.

The following lemma gives the intersection numbers on V (see also [B2]).

LEMMA (2.2). The intersection numbers on V are

L3 c2-c2. (2.2.1)

L2n*Ks Ln*K2s c\. (2.2.2)

n*Kl 0. (2.2.3)

Proof. (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) are clear. It follows from Grothendieck [AG] that

on V. This gives (2.2.1).

Let U be the restriction of L on some base component B. Following this
Lemma we can compute the intersection number of L&apos; on B, noticing that
L2 • n*E -(L • n*c,+ n*c2) n*E 0 ifE-Ks=0,

(L&apos;)1 L2 B m0L2 - (L - tn*Ks + sn*E) mo(c2 -c2- te2),

which is bigger than zéro as long as

h &lt;
2 &apos;

because t ^ tQ.

We want to compute h°(mL&apos;) by Riemann-Roch formula on B.
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LEMMA (2.3). With the notations as above and assume that B is non-singular,
then hQ{mU) ^ a polynomial of degree 2 in m and the leading coefficient is positive.

Proof First we hâve Kv ~ 2n*Ks — 2L. If B is non-singular, the adjunction
formula shows that on B

KB ~ 2n*Ks -2L+ mo(L - tn*Ks + sn*E).

Riemann-Roch formula shows x(m^) ls a polynomial of degree 2 in m with
leading coefficient (Z/)2, which is positive by choice of tQ.

Let us compute h\mL&apos;). By Serre&apos;s duality

h\mU) h°B(2n*Ks -2L+ mo(L - tn*Ks + sn*E) - mL).

I claim that it is bounded =0) when m gets large. For this we hâve to check the

negativity of the intersection number of 2n*Ks — 2L + m0 (L — tn*Ks -h sn*E) —

mL with the nef and big divisor %*KS on B, which is

wo((2 - mot) - 1 - 0(2 - mot + m))c2x.

It is indeed négative when m gets large. So we hâve proved

h\mV) :&gt; x(mL&apos;).

The conclusion follows immediately.

So we hâve

THEOREM (2.4). If

c\-c2

for a minimal algebraic surface S of gênerai type. The Green-Griffiths conjecture
holds.

Proof. The image of C is in B and furthermore in the base locus of L&apos; on B,
which is an union of finitely many of curves by the above lemma if B is

non-singular. For singular B, we use Hironaka&apos;s embedded resolution of sing (B) in
V to get V. As we hâve explained that we may assume/&apos;(C) is not in sing (B), we
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can lift /&apos; to a map /&apos; from C to V:

V

The fact that /&apos;(C) is in B implies that /&apos;(C) is in B which is the proper
transformation of B in V. Let £ &lt;r*L, Z/ the restriction of a*L on B and

ÂV a*^ -h F, where F is a positive intégral combination of exceptional divisors.
Now use Riemann-Roch formula on S exactly as we did in Lemma (2.3),
L2 - B L2&apos; B and Kç - B o*n*Ks Kv • B n*Ks, we conclude that h\mÛ) is

superior to a polynomial of degree 2 in m with positive leading coefficient. Since

/&apos;(C) is in the base locus of !/,/&apos;( C) is in that of £&apos;, which is again a union of
finitely many curves. We are done.

COROLLARY (2.5). If S is a minimal algebraic surface of gênerai type with
c2&gt;2c2, then the Green-Griffiths conjecture holds.

Proof In this case, recall Theorem (1.5) and Lemma (2.3), we hâve

e\-c2 1

&quot;^F 2
°&apos;

We are in the situation of Theorem 2.4.

COROLLARY (2.6). Let S be a minimal algebraic surface of gênerai type with

c\ — 2c2 and that Ks is ample. The Green-Griffiths conjecture holds for S.

Proof In this case we hâve the stability of SmQs with respect to Ks.

REMARK. By constructing double covers of the above surfaces ramified along
2mKs for sufficiently large m, one can compute that the ratios of c2 over c2 on the

double covers are going to be closer to \ as m becomes bigger while the irregularities
remain the same. Thèse give new examples for which the Green-Griffiths&apos; conjecture

is true although both known methods do not apply.
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